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INTRODUCTION
This is not an operations manual, but an outline of the new features in Media
Composer 8.6. In this document I assume you are currently editing at good
proficiency on some recent version of the software. This document describes
what the new features are, but does not necessarily outline the steps to using
them. Remember to see the actual documentation from AVID for more detail,
or use the built in HELP in the application.
On the pages which follow is my take on the most useful features for operators
using these releases of Media Composer | Software. It covers standalone
features in the editing system, not necessarily features specific to an Interplay
server environment.
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LINKING and IMPORTING: The Source Browser
The Source Browser is the big new feature in this release. While at first
glance it might look like just another dialogue box, it is much more. Here
you can navigate through folders, preview media by playing it, and then link
or import what you want to edit with. It improves efficiency; speeds up
ingest, and reduces operator stress – all in one dialogue box! Because this is
the Source Browsers introduction, I have gone into some detail about this
feature.


We now have a single dialogue box for IMPORT and LINK



We can see thumbnails for material we are reviewing



We can playback clips –as thumbnails or in our SOURCE monitor - to
help us decide what to link or import



The dialogue box stays open if you wish so you can visit multiple
folders and link or import at will from many different locations

OPENING THE SOURCE BROWSER
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MENU: FILE > INPUT > SOURCE BROWSER
MENU: TOOLS > SOURCE BROWSER
Right click in a bin
Assign it to a button
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GETTING TO YOUR MEDIA
NAVIGATE using the EXPLORE MEDIA DRIVES area. There are three tabs
here for three different ways to get where you want to go- Explore,
Favorites and Recent.

NAVIGATE – using the Breadcrumbs at the top of the screen, which show
the path to the current folder. Click on any location to go there.

The other buttons, from the left, are
Navigate BACK, FORWARD, UP one level
Home, Collapse all directories (Show drive List),
Add/Remove Favorite
When enabled, View Folders as Media Volumes.
When disabled, navigate the contents of all folders
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This last button is very important- it determines what you will see in the
Source Browser as you navigate through the folders. Depending on the
setting of this button, a user could click on a copy of a camera card (a media
volume) and see either Media, or a collection of Folders. To see the media
directly requires of course that the proper plugin is installed.

Button SELECTED, you see the contents of a
Media Volume as a collection of clips

Button DESELECTED, you see the contents of the
same Media Volume as a collection of folders

NAVIGATE with Favorites - Folders you visit often can be
designated as a Favorite and will show in their own tab. To add
or remove favorites:




Click to the left of a folder in the ‘Star” column
Select a folder and click the STAR button at the top of
the Source Browser window
Right click on a folder
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PREVIEWING YOUR MEDIA
As you navigate, your media will appear in the MEDIA AREA of the Source
Browser. Two buttons at the bottom left allow you to select THUMBNAILS
or TEXT display of your media, and there is also a Filter (Search) Field.

You may now screen media using the Source Browser before linking or
importing it. You can take a quick peek by viewing a thumbnail, and you can
play the thumbnail with picture and sound. Alternatively, you can load the
clip of interest directly into your Composer source monitor and screen it in
the standard Avid environment without actually importing or linking to it!

CALLING UP THUMBNAILS
Sometimes displaying thumbnails can take a while, as the thumbnails need
to be created. While there is a delay for thumbnail creation initially, they
are cached and return visits to the same folder will display thumbnails
quickly.
You have two indications that thumbnail creation is underway- some TEXT
and an animated graphic will let you know thumbnail creation is underway.
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THUMBNAIL PREVIEWING
Hover Scrub allows you to rub your mouse across a thumbnail, and have it respond by
scrolling through the video in the clip within the thumbnail.

START

Place mouse over a
thumbnail and a dark line
appears under the
thumbnail – HOVER SCRUB
is active, and due to mouse
position here we see the
start of the clip

As you move the mouse to
the right, the video scrolls
with the mouse. Here we
are looking at the middle
of the clip

The clip has been scrubbed
to the end.

JKL Playback is available after clicking on the clip. The playback includes
picture (in the Thumbnail) and sound. When you stop playback, the
current frame becomes the display frame.

COMPOSER MONITOR PREVIEWING
You can load media from the Source Browser into your Composer monitor and play and
mark it, indeed edit from it, without explicitly importing or linking. In short, you can
preview media before you bring it into your bin!



Drag a clip from the source browser and drop it in your Composer monitor
If the setting is correct (see below), double click on a clip to load it in the
Composer monitor
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LINKING OR IMPORTING
When you bring a clip into a bin, the Source Browser
needs to know if your intention is to LINK or IMPORT
the media. You decide what the operation does by
selecting from the radio buttons shown here.
If you select LINK, a gearwheel appears beside it and
you can click to access your LINK settings.
If you select IMPORT the gear wheel appears beside it,
and you can click it now to open your IMPORT settings.

After selecting LINK or IMPORT, you may:




Select one or more clips and click on the LINK or IMPORT button at the
lower right of the Source Browser window.
Drag and drop one or more clips from the Source Browser into your bin
If your settings are as shown below, you can double click to LINK or
IMPORT

SPECIFIC IMPORTING ONLY OPTIONS
When you choose IMPORT, the panel shown below appears so you may select the
resolution and the target drive for your import.
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SPECIFIC LINKING ONLY OPTIONS
Additionally, if you want to LINK to a clip, you may use one of these two extra options.
Note: these will create a linked clip regardless of whether you have selected LINK or
IMPORT.



If the clip is loaded into the Composer Source monitor, perform an EDIT
from a clip and it will commit the clip to your bin
If the clip is loaded into the Composer Source monitor, change Source
Settings (right click on the monitor and select SOURCE SETTINGS) and it
will commit the link to your bin

SELECTING THE LINKING PLUGIN
When successfully viewing VOLUME, the linking plugin is selected for you based on the
Volume. A Volume will self-identify.
When linking to individual Clips, they will auto select the plugin as well. In some cases,
such as linking to MXF files, there may be several plugins which support that type of file.
To ensure the correct plugin is used, you may right click on a file or files and choose
LINK WITH > (PLUGIN) as shown below.
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AUDIO CHANGES
AUDIO DUCKING
This new feature is designed to lower the level of music under a voice –
automatically. You designate tracks as DIALOGUE or MUSIC, and then
initiate auto ducking. Keyframes are created on the tracks designated as
MUSIC, for all portions of the audio which overlap the DIALOGUE, and these
are lowered in level.

BEFORE: Dialogue is on A1, Music is on A2 and A3

AFTER: These music keyframes were created by Auto Ducking.

ACCESSING AUTO DUCKING
This feature is accessible using a button. It is in the Command Palette and
must be used from there or assigned to your keyboard or interface. You will
find it in the MORE tab.
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HOW DO I SET IT UP?
Click the button and this panel appears. There will be as many audio tracks
listed as you have in your timeline.

DIALOGUE: Click on tracks in this left panel to define them
as DIALOGUE tracks. These will not be ducked, but will
cause the MUSIC tracks to be ducked..
MUSIC: Click on the tracks in this right panel that you
would like to be ducked by the Dialogue. These tracks will
acquire keyframes to lower their level whenever dialogue
is present.
SAVING THE SETTINGS: There is a settings dropdown menu
at the top in which you can select to save these selections
and indeed some other settings we are going to explore.
USE MARKS: If you wish to use timeline IN and OUT points
to constrain the application of ducking, activate this check
mark.
Click the DUCK button to close the dialogue and create the Ducking keyframes.

HOW DO I REFINE DUCKING?
There is an ADVANCED disclosure triangle at the bottom left.

Dialogue Track: Threshold, Hold Time:
Ducking is triggered by audio level, and these controls
determine when ducking will occur. You may choose the
threshold that will trigger ducking, and how long the ducking
lasts at a minimum.

Music Track: Attenuation, Ramp Time:
These controls determine how the keyframes are positioned.
The amount of the ducking, and the length of the ramp or fade
is set here.
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INVERT MIXER FADER SELECTION

(8.6.3)

It is often convenient to see in the Audio Mixer only the faders
you need at that moment, hiding others. Obviously this
reduces the audio mixer footprint, and makes the faders you
need faster to access.
The TRACKS PANE appeared in the Audio Mixer with version
8.5. From it you can show and hide faders in the audio mixer.
In 8.6.3 you may now:


Right click in the TRACK PANE and select INVERT SELECTION
from the context menu, to hide the current faders and show
those which are not visible.



ALT + Click / OPTION + Click on a track enabler button which is
OFF to turn it and all other tracks to ON



ALT + Click / OPTION + Click on a track enabler button which is
ON to turn it and all other tracks to OFF
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NESTED AUDIOSUITE EFFECTS
AudioSuite effects are applied to a single clip in the
timeline (as opposed to the audio effects in the Effects
Palette which apply to an entire track). They are applied
using the AudioSuite Window, found in the TOOLS
menu.
Now, we can apply more than one AudioSuite audio
effect to a clip. The ‘nesting’ of audio effects works
similarly to video nesting.
There is a new drop down menu available in the
AudioSuite Tool which lets you choose the nested track
to add another effect to, or to edit an existing effect. It
shows the number of AudioSuite effects applied
currently, and offers a new, empty effect position.

AudioSuite tool with new Nesting menu opened
up. Four audio effects have been applied.

Select an existing effect position from this nesting list to
call up the plugin for that effect. Select the empty
position to add another effect at the start (new top
track) of the effect processing pipeline.







You can switch from effect to effect to access
their plugin windows by selecting the nested
track number in the AudioSuite window.
Using your red or yellow segment arrows in the
timeline, you can double click on an audio effect
to open it up and reveal nested audio effects
within
As you select the audio effects in the timeline,
they load in the AudioSuite window for
modification.
The Audio EQ effect (discussed next) may only
be applied as nested track 0, the bottom most
effect in the nested audio effect.
In the timeline, click on an effect with the
segment arrow and press DELETE to remove the
effect from the stack.
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Four nested audio effects on the
Audio 1 track in the timeline,
matching the list in the AudioSuite
tool shown above.
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REAL-TIME EQ FOR AUDIOSUITE TOOL

(8.6.3)

While there are many AudioSuite audio effects, one
is now realtime for playback. The standard EQ
Effect can be used without the need to render it
first.
If the effect looks familiar, it is because it is also the
one effect you can open using a TOOLS menu item –
it is the standard Avid EQUALIZER. You may apply it
by opening the AUDIO EQ tool effect directly from
the TOOLS menu, or you may apply it using the
AudioSuite window.

Applying EQ Effect using AudioSuite window

Applying EQ Effect using
Audio EQ tool directly

The application of the effect works the same as it always has.


If you drag a slider while the audio is playing back, the playback still stops.



If you use the Audio Loop Play button, you can adjust the slider
without causing playback to stop, but there is still a response delay
of almost two seconds.
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PAN REMEMBERED FOR MONO CLIPS AND TRACKS
If your Media Composer is setup to STEREO, and you load a MONO clip into your
bin, the Media Composer has always given that mono clip a default pan setting.
The setting depended on an adjustment made in the users AUDIO settings –
DEFAULT PAN FOR MONO TRACKS.

If the sequence moved between editors, the pan could change because it was a
user setting. This is no longer the case.


A new mono clip will be assigned pan using the users setting, as has
always been the case. This default pan on an unused clip will still
change with the users setting between L/R and CENTRED.



When a clip is put into a timeline, its pan in the timeline is ‘locked in’
and will not change per user. The clip in the bin can still change its pan
per user.

The result is that an edited Sequence will now retain the pan on all the clips in
the sequence as it moves from user to user, regardless of their individual
DEFAULT PAN FOR MONO TRACKS setting.
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AUDIO TRACK NAMES IN THE AUDIO MIXER
You may add TEXT to the audio track names by right clicking on them, and
choosing RENAME TRACK from the context menu.


The renamed track now maintains its track number – if you rename
Audio 1 track as VOICE, you will see A1 / VOICE.



This new name now appears in the Audio Mixer as well, you will see
it below the appropriate FADER, and in the TRACKS panel at the
upper left.
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AUDIO MIXER GROUP TRACKS
WHAT IS A MIXER GROUP?
You can create combinations of track selections and recall them with a mouse
click. This allows you to quickly change which tracks are selected in the mixer,
and thus also selected in the timeline. You can save different combinations of
track selections and recall them quickly. This is not showing and hiding faders –
that is the function of the TRACKS panel directly above.
In the lower left of the audio mixer is the GROUP pane. Here I have three
example groups – EVEN (tracks 2,4,6 and 8), ODD (tracks 1,3,5 and 7), and ALL
(tracks 1 to 8). Notice there is an enabler button beside each of these groups.
Switching between two of the groups has the following effect on the mixer /
timeline track selection:

Group to select all my EVEN tracks

Group to select all my ODD tracks
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SHOW GROUPS
Groups appear at the lower left of the Audio Mixer.
Click the button shown highlighted here to expand the
audio mixer and show the panel that holds the TRACKS
and the GROUPS panes.

CREATE A GROUP
Set the track selectors in the timeline or the Audio
Mixer for the track configuration you wish to save.
Right click in the GROUPS pane to see this context
menu, and choose NEW GROUP FROM SELECTED
TRACKS.

DUPLICATE OR DELETE A GROUP
Right Click in the GROUPS pane, and select DUPLICATE
or DELETE from the context menu.
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MODIFY A GROUP
Right Click on a group in the GROUPS pane and select
MODIFY GROUP (group name).

Use this popup window which appears to rename the
group, or change the tracks attached to this group.

SWITCHING BETWEEN GROUPS

(new in 8.6.3)



Click a Group Enabler which is OFF to add its tracks to the current
selection



Click a Group Enabler which is ON to removed its tracks from the
selection. If a track is also part of another group which is currently ON,
they will remain.



ALT + Click / OPTION + Click a Group Enabler which is OFF will turn all
other groups OFF, and turn this one only ON. This will TOGGLE from
whatever the current selection is to the selection of the group you are
enabling.



ALT + Click / OPTION + Click a Group Enabler which is ON deselects all
audio tracks in all groups- this turns everything OFF.
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SMPTE CHANNEL ORDER
The Audio Settings have a new menu to allow you to choose how multichannel audio
tracks are presented in the timeline waveforms, and in the audio mixer. Your choices
are as SMPTE ordered tracks, or as ProTools ordered tracks.
With 5.1 and 7.1 sound, the multiple channels of audio can be presented in different
orders within the clip. When the user selects SMPTE, the first three tracks are mapped
as Left, Right and Centre (let’s call them 1,2 and 3). When the user selects ProTools, the
same tracks are mapped as Left, Centre, Right (let’s call them 1,3,2).
As the user switches between these different standards, the track which was RIGHT in
SMPTE setting moves from position 2 to position 3. The same track changes position, on
the assumption that LEFT is still LEFT, just being presented in a different standard. The
intent is not to change which track is left, but to place the current LEFT track into a new
position within the clip.
In the following examples, the same simple clip is first interpreted as ProTools format,
then it is interpreted as SMPTE format. See the Avid documentation for the full track
layout descriptions.

PRO TOOLS

SMPTE
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MISC
FRAMEFLEX RENDER SETTINGS
Previously, a FrameFlex effect was rendered using a
standard quality (bilinear image interpolation). Now, it
instead will use a higher quality (Polyphase image
interpolation).
The default FrameFlex image render interpolation is now
taken from your Render settings. You may override this
new default using these Render settings.
If you leave the settings alone, you will now be getting
better quality renders with the FrameFlex effect.
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EXPORTING WITH MASK MARGINS
MASK MARGINS are overlays you can display on your
monitors which will show you what portion of the image will
be lost or hidden when your project is converted to another
aspect ratio. These masks are defined in the FORMAT tab,
and turned ON and OFF by right clicking on your Composer
monitors.
It was commonly used to monitor how much of an HD frame
would be displayed after conversion to SD. It has many other
uses as well - we have seen it used more recently to see
which portions of a 16x9 item will appear on Facebook in a
square movie presentation.

Now these overlays can be burned in to
your output video if you wish. You will
find a new checkbox, Enable Mask
Margins, in the video and graphic export
dialogues.
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NEW SELECT MENU IN THE TIMELINE
By right clicking in the timeline, you may now
access a new SELECT menu. Some of the
options here currently exist as buttons (SELECT
TO THE LEFT / SELECT TO THE RIGHT).
Some are new (SELECT CLIPS WITH SAME
LOCAL CLIP COLOR).
Part of their power comes from the next option
in the Context menu – CREATE SEQUENCE
BASED ON SELECTION. The Select tools can
be used to isolate portions of a Sequence for reuse in some other way.
This table is taken from the AVID WHAT’S NEW document:

Select > To the Left

Select > To the Right

Select > Clips with Same Source Clip Color

Select > Clips With No Source Clip Color
Select > Offline Clips
Select > Clips With Same Local Clip Color
Select > Reverse

Selects all the clips to the left of the current position
indicator in the Timeline
Selects all the clips to the right of the current position
indicator in the Timeline.
When you select this option, the editing application looks at
all the selected clips, collects the source (bin) clip colors that
are used by these clips and selects any other clips that use
these colors.
When you select this option, all clips with no source
clip color are selected.
Selects all offline clips in the Timeline.
Selects all clips with the same local clip color in the
Timeline.
Reverses the current selection on all tracks.

Note: FILLER is not selected when using any of these options.
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CREATE A SEQUENCE BASED ON SELECTION
As the name implies, select a part of a sequence (possible using the new SELECT menu),
run this command, and a new sequence will be created maintaining only the selected
segments from the original sequence. A great way to start a new version, create a
template, or to isolate and save important elements!
To use this feature, highlight segments in your timeline, then right click in the timeline
and choose CREATE SEQUENCE BASED ON SELECTION from the context menu.


“Selected” means highlighted in the timeline with the RED or the
YELLOW Segment arrows, or using one of the SELECT menu or button
options, as just discussed



Mark IN and Mark OUT are not used



The new Sequence will go into the bin of your choosing



It has the name of the original sequence with Copy.xx appended to its
name



Material you did not select is replaced with filler. Gaps remain in the
new sequence in the places you previously had content

Timeline with selected Segments before creating a new Sequence

New timeline after creating a new Sequence
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CLIP COMMENTS IN TIMECODE BURN IN

(8.6.3)

If you right click on a segment in the timeline with you
Segment arrows you can choose ADD COMMENT from the
context menu. Using this dialogue you enter the
comment text into the timeline clip (and track). In the
timeline the comment can be viewed as Clip Text, and it
can be used to find this shot through a Timeline Search.
In this release, clip comments may appear as text over
the picture during playback when using the Timecode
effect.





Apply the TIMECODE Effect to the timeline, and using the effect
editor choose from the display dropdown menu TIMELINE CLIP
TEXT for display.
In the next dropdown menu, choose the TRACK whose comment
you wish to see displayed. A different comment can be placed in
each track of the timeline for the same (or different) clips.
Comments are a single line in height
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MEDIA SUPPORT
Red Plugin Performance improvement
Plugin version 1.16.5 utilizes GPU acceleration. Depending on specific cases and
hardware available, Avid reports as much as 4x faster RED processing

Panasonic AVC-LongG / AVC-ULTRA Support
AVC-LongG is part of the AVC-ULTRA family. It is more compressed than the AVC-I (Intra)
format, and is recorded in MXF-OP1b files (not OP1a).
The table below (courtesy of Panasonic) shows details of the AVC-ULTRA family’s AVC- I
and AVC-LongG formats. Avid supports AVC-I and the most common AVC-LongG flavors.
The AVC-LongG trailing numbers are an approximation of the recording data rate in
Mbps:
AVC-LongG12
AVC-LongG25
AVC-LongG50
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